I  Fill in the Blanks
1. --------------is a process by which an individual gets changed through self-activity.
2. The biological unit composed of husband, wife and children is termed as --------------
3. --------------is the tendency of a society to consider its own culture as superior to all others.

Choose the correct answer
4. Group cohesiveness is more in
5. It is the negative action envisaging what ought not to be done
   a. Customs  b. Mores  c. Taboos
6. In this type of leadership, the leader gives minimum guidance and the members often act
   as leaders in making decisions that guide the organization
   a. Autocratic leadership  b. Democratic leadership  c. Laissez-faire leadership

Match the following
7. Education and Communication for Development  A. J.P. Chitambar
   8. Extension Education  B. B. Kuppuswamy
   9. Introductory Rural Sociology  C. A. Adivi Reddy
   10. An introduction to Educational Psychology  D. O.P. Dahama & O.P. Bhatnagar

II  Write Short notes on ANY FIVE of the following (5x2=10)
1. Characteristics of a Rural Society
2. Motivation
3. Intelligence Quotient with formula
4. Dimensions of Social Change
5. Elements of Learning situation
6. Rural sociology in relation to Extension
7. Social stratification

III  Answer ANY FIVE of the following (5x4=20)
1. Primary Group and Secondary Group
2. Social problems in India
3. Principles of Adult Learning
4. Scope and Importance of Educational Psychology in Extension Education
5. Personality Tests
6. Culture and its characteristics
7. Social Organisations

IV  Write an essay on ANY ONE of the following (1x10=10)
1. Theories of Social Change
2. Attitude and Factors influencing the development of attitude
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